
See You. Be You. Circle
 

What will the 
See You. Be You . Circle do for you?"I'm a whole new person thanks to this

journey with Elena. I feel like a redwood

tree. Able to be jostled, but unmoved."

--Carol

“Before working with Elena, I was only

surviving day to today, not living the full life

that I am meant to have. I had goals, but

never felt fulfilled. Elena helped me bring

awareness into my life. I left every session

feeling fantastic and Elena’s unapologetic

enthusiasm is exactly what I needed to start

my day right, learning how to maintain

mindfulness and intention.." --Holly

"Elena gives you a nudge when you need it.

  She helped me take risks and move

outside my comfort zone. I feel stronger

and able to take my life to a new level.."

 --Julie

 

 

 

You'll make room for YOU in your life.

You'll tap into the now with vulnerability

and compassion (instead of judgment

and expectation).

Unearth and clear away the fear, the

conditions, and self-imposed obstacles

you put in your own way.

Find your inner source of power.

Cultivate it. Amplify it.

Learn to show up, unapologetically as

YOU and love whatever shows up..

Create space for the wild-audacious

dreams you didn't even know you had.

Find support in a nurturing community

that has your back

 

The See You. Be You. Circle a blend of a monthly self-care retreat,
mastermind for "life", and a women's circle.

findflight@elenasonnino.com    571-213-7671



Unearth Attune Embody

The 10 transformative in-person

sessions are fuel for the mind, body, and

heart. These monthly sessions are

designed to foster grounding, 

 accountability, and connection

between you,  your truest self, and the

entire circle of women.  

These events have multiple experiential

components: yin yoga to get out of your

head and into your body, guided

visualization, and  an interactive

workshop around a monthly theme for

living life as your truest self. You'll find

inspiration, accountability, nurturing, and

support. 

10-transformative group

sessions

Group transformational

retreat

Amplify your thriving with a powerful  and life-

changing retreat April 19-21, 2020

The Attune Level includes

everything from the Unearth

level PLUS:

Semi-Private VIP Session
During the year, you'll have the

opportunity to gather virtually with a

small VIP group for an intensive and

immersive experience. You'll uncover

focus, clarity, and take your goals and

dreams to a whole new level.  

Private coaching (4)
You will meet with Elena quarterly for a 1:1

coaching call to receive

individualized support to help you explore at

a deeper level to find even more clarity so

you can attune to a new narrative for thriving

in your life. 

The Embody Level includes

everything from the Unearth

level PLUS:

Private VIP DAY experience
This is a 6-hour highly curated and

individualized experience, a deep dive

retreat just for you. This experience uses

Elena's signature process to unearth,

attune to, and embody the dreams and

potential that are already within you.

You'll clarify and create a plan to create

lasting ripples in your life.

Private coaching (8)
You will meet with Elena 2x/quarter for a

1:1 coaching call to receive

individualized support to help you

explore at a deeper level to find even

more clarity so you can attune to a new

narrative for thriving in your life. 

The Unearth level includes:

Bonuses:

Participation in any of Elena's local 1-3 hour

workshops or events.

Private Facebook group and monthly Q&A

ll

findflight@elenasonnino.com

571-213-7671


